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1 Introduction

Delegation of monetary policy to an independent central bank is now followed by a
large number of governments and is generally considered an important device to miti-
gate the time inconsistency problem of monetary policy, as identified by Kydland and
Prescott (1977) and Barro and Gordon (1983). Nonetheless, the economic theory has
not yet achieved a consensus on whether delegation is indeed the answer to that prob-
lem. While Rogoff (1985), Walsh (1995) and Svensson (1997), amongst others, come in
defence of delegation stating that it is an efficient remedy, McCallum (1995, 1997) state
that delegation of monetary policy merely relocates the time inconsistency problem from
the monetary policy decision to the institutional design and maintenance decision. If the
government can not commit to confirm the optimal monetary policy plan, it will have
the same problem in committing to enforce the contract set for the central bank. Thus,
delegation as a solution to the time inconsistency problem is a fallacy.

While the majority of the literature on delegation follows Barro and Gordon (1983),
this paper develops a structural model of monetary policy making to reevaluate the ef-
fectiveness of delegation as an instrument to overcome the time inconsistency problem.
In order to answer McCallum’s criticism the government here not only appoints an inde-
pendent central bank, but is also allowed to reappoint the central bank after expectations
are formed.

Jensen (1997) was the first to formalize McCallum’s argument, setting up a model
that includes delegation and costly central bank reappointment. He shows that delega-
tion leads to a decrease in the inflation bias, but it can not resolve the time inconsistency
problem; it actually worsens it. Recently, Driffill and Rotondi (2006), using the same
model, dispute this result showing that if the appointment strategy is modified, dele-
gation can still mitigate the time inconsistency problem, although this is only achieved
if the central bank is constantly reappointed. The analysis presented here argues that
delegation is in fact able not only to mitigate, but to eliminate the time inconsistency
problem, in some cases without the need for constant reappointments.

Both Jensen (1997) and Driffill and Rotondi (2006) base their analysis on the Barro
and Gordon’s (1983) framework. Despite its elegance, the framework relies on a simple
tit-for-tat punishment strategy and ad-hoc central bank/government objective functions.
The present work analyzes delegation using a microfounded model where the government
maximizes the welfare of the representative household, building on Ireland (1997). Fur-
thermore, it does so using a model in which the equilibrium is a well defined sub-game
perfect equilibrium or a sustainable equilibrium (Chari and Kehoe 1990). The framework
here explicitly models the choice of delegation, reappointment, monetary policy and allo-
cations as an interaction between two big players, the government and the central bank,
who behave strategically and a large number of small players, the agents, comprising of
the firms and the representative household, who behave competitively. Therefore, the
two main criticisms of Barro and Gordon’s (1983) approach are addressed.
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In order to re-assess Jensen’s (1997) and Driffill and Rotondi’s (2006) results, our ini-
tial analysis is done assuming the government’s reappointment cost function is quadratic.
However, under this functional form the cost of reappointment, at the margin, is zero.
As a result, the government always finds it optimal to change the central bank at every
period. In reality it is likely that any reappointment, even if the new central bank is
very similar to its predecessor, might carry a non-neglectable cost to a first order ap-
proximation. In view of that, we modify the government’s reappointment cost function,
considering an absolute value function as well.

With no reappointment costs, the assertion that delegation only relocates the time
inconsistency problem is confirmed. However, when reappointment is costly, contrary
to the results in Jensen (1997) and Driffill and Rotondi (2006), either the time incon-
sistency problem is eliminated or the optimal monetary policy is more credible.1 If the
reappointment cost function is quadratic, delegation eliminates the time inconsistency
problem for all economies independent of the discount factor; the optimal monetary
policy is sustained without trigger-type/reputation based strategies, or equivalently the
sustainable equilibrium is also a Markov equilibrium. Nonetheless, as in Driffill and Ro-
tondi (2006), the central bank is constantly reappointed.

For an absolute value cost function, the solution depends on the magnitude of the
reappointment cost relative to the economy’s welfare, highlighting the relevance of this
parameter for the results. If the reappointment costs are significant, the commitment so-
lution is sustained under discretion for all economies, without constant reappointments.
Otherwise, trigger strategies are needed, but the introduction of delegation makes the
commitment solution sustainable in economies where it was not possible to do so in its
absence. Therefore, contrary to the arguments presented by McCallum, (1995, 1997),
the structural model presented here reinforces the view that delegation can be used to
overcome the time inconsistency problem of monetary policy, though no commitment
technology on the maintenance of the central bank contract is assumed. Driffill and
Rotondi’s (2006) conclusions also come in defence of delegation, but the results here are
stronger since the time inconsistency problem is eliminated and the central bank is not
constantly reappointed.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and
section 3 shows its solution under commitment. The main results of the paper, where
monetary policy is discretionary, are presented and discussed in section 4. Section 5
concludes. An appendix is used to present additional proves.

1Credibility is interpreted here as in Jensen (1997); an increase in credibility implies that the set
of discount factors for which the optimal commitment monetary policy is a sustainable equilibrium is
enlarged.
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2 Model

The economic environment is similar to that of Ireland (1997) and includes (i) a
representative household, (ii) a continuum of monopolistic firms indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]
and (iii) a governmental structure which sets monetary policy.

The representative household maximizes its utility derived from consumption and
leisure subject to a cash-in-advance constraint and a standard budget constraint. The
household problem (H) is given by2

max
{Ωt}∞t=0

U0 = max
{Ωt}∞t=0

∞∑

t=0

βt

(
(ct)α

α
− nt

)

subject to

ct =
[∫ 1

0
ct(i)

(θ−1)
θ di

] θ
(θ−1)

, nt =
∫ 1

0
nt(i) di ,

∫ 1

0
pt(i)ct(i) di + bt+1xt/Rt + mt+1xt

≤ mt + (xt − 1) + bt +
∫ 1

0
dt(i) di + wtnt

and ∫ 1

0
pt(i)ct(i) di ≤ mt + (xt − 1) + bt − bt+1xt/Rt.

Where ct is a consumption index, ct(i) is the consumption of good i, nt is the number
of hours worked, mt+1 is the cash holdings and bt+1 is the bond holdings. Ωt, the house-
hold allocation at time t, is given by the set {ct, ct(i), nt,mt+1, bt+1}. The household
behavior is, therefore, summarized as the set of allocations Ω = {Ωt | t = 0, 1, . . .}.

Rt is the bond interest rate, wt the wage, pt(i) is the price of good i and dt(i) the
profits of firm i (defined below). xt is the money growth rate determined by the govern-
mental structure. As in Ireland (1997), xt is bounded, xt ∈ [β, x̄], to ensure a monetary
equilibrium. The lower bound ensures that nominal interest rate is non-negative and the
higher bound ensures that the household never abandons the use of money.

Two other important parameter restrictions are imposed: 0 < α < 1, to ensure con-
cavity of the utility function and a well defined utility at ct = 0, and the elasticity of
substitution, θ, is greater than one, to ensure the existence of equilibria with monopo-
listic competitive firms.

2Following Ireland (1997), all lower case variables are nominal variables divided by the money supply
MS

t .
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It will also be helpful in our analysis to consider the household problem in its recursive
form (H-R). That is

vH(mt, xt) = max
Ωt

[
(ct)α

α
− nt + βvH(mt+1, xt+1)

]

subject to the same constraints.
Firm i production function is y(i) = n(i). At time t = 0, 1, . . . each firm sets pt(i) to

maximize profits (problem (Λ))

dt(i) = (pt(i)− wt)
(

pt(i)
pt

)−θ (
xt

pt

)
for all t = 0, 1, ....

The firm behavior is summarized by the set of price allocations Π = {pt(i) | i ∈
[0, 1]; t = 0, 1, . . .}.

A competitive equilibrium consists of a set of allocations {Π, Ω} that describes the
equilibrium prices and quantities, given a set of monetary policy choices, obtained from
(i) solving problem (H) taking prices, wages and profits as given, (ii) solving (Λ) taking
wages as given, and (iii) ensuring the appropriate market clearing conditions hold.3

Consequently, in order to obtain the conditions for a competitive equilibrium, first fix
x = {xt | t = 0, 1, . . .}. Firm i then, taking wt and pt as given, sets prices pt(i) according
to

pt(i) = pt =
θ

(θ − 1)
wt for all t = 0, 1, . . . (1)

Using this result and the market clearing conditions, the representative household,
taking dt(i), wt, Rt and pt as given, sets Ωt such that (see Ireland (1997) for detail),4

ct = nt = xt/pt (2)

wt =
1
β

(xtxt+1)
(

xt+1

pt+1

)−α

(3)

ct =
β(θ − 1)
θxt+1

cα
t+1. (4)

In Ireland (1997) the governmental structure comprises of a single unit, the central
government, who sets x = {xt | t = 0, 1, . . .}. He shows that under commitment, the gov-
ernment maximizes the household’s utility U0 subject to the household and firms first
order conditions (Ramsey Problem). That implies the government selects the growth
rate of money supply to maximize consumption. Solving the differential equation (4)
given x, one gets that the optimal choice is to set xt = β, the lower bound for the money

3The market clearing conditions are mt+1 = 1, bt+1 = 0 and
∫ 1

0
ct(i) di = yt = nt.

4The transversality condition, limt→∞ βt(λSB
t + λCIA

t ) = limt→∞ βt(
cα

t
xt

) = 0, where λSB and λCIA

are the multipliers for the standard budget and cash in advance constraints respectively, is also imposed.
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growth rate constraint. Hence, the Ramsey outcome has xt = β and Rt = 1 for all t.

Under discretion money supply is set sequentially after firms set prices, but before the
household allocation is set. Due to the inefficient level of output generated by monopoly
distortions the government will have the incentive to increase output through money in-
jections, characterizing the time inconsistency nature of monetary policy. In this case the
Ramsey outcome can only be sustained under trigger-type or reputation based equilibria.

We depart from Ireland (1997) modifying the governmental structure. The structure
here comprises of two authorities: a central bank and a government.

The government is responsible for setting an initial delegation contract to the central
bank at the beginning of the period. Following Jensen (1997), the government is then
allowed to reappoint the central bank altering the initial contract, at a determined cost,
after firms have set prices (the timing of the actions will be explored in more detail in
section 4).

The initial delegation contract is summarized by the variable fa
t > 1, which deter-

mines the cost of the central bank from setting the money supply growth rate greater
than β. The reappointment contract is described by the parameter ft > 1. If fa

t = ft,
then the central bank is not reappointed while, if fa

t 6= ft, the central bank contract is
altered at time t.

The reappointment decision is made to maximize the welfare of the representative
household minus a penalty if the central bank is in fact reappointed. Thus, the govern-
ment sets {ft}∞t=0 to maximize (problem (GR))

VG =
∞∑

t=0

βt

[
(ct)α

α
− nt − ϕk(ft, f

a
t )

]

taking fa
0 and p0 as given. k(.) is a reappointment cost function dependent on the

delegation and reappointment parameters and ϕ, the reappointment cost parameter, de-
termines the weight of the reappointment cost relative to the economy’s welfare in the
government’s objective function.

The initial appointment decision is also made to maximize the welfare of the house-
hold, however, the decision is made before prices are set. As the government acts strate-
gically it already predicts that it might reappoint the central bank in the future and takes
that into account when setting the initial delegation parameter. Thus, the government
delegation problem (GD) is

max
{fa

t }∞t=0

∞∑

t=0

βt

[
(ct)α

α
− nt − ϕk(ft, f

a
t )

]
.
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Define the government action at time t as Ft = {fa
t , ft} and F = {Ft | t = 0, 1, . . .}.

The central bank sets the actual monetary policy to maximize the representative
household welfare minus a linear adjustment cost, delegated by the government, that
punishes the central bank if the money supply is higher than the optimal commitment
level (xt = β). Thus, the central bank’s problem (CB) is to set x = {xt | t = 0, 1, . . .} to
maximize

VCB =
∞∑

t=0

βt

[
(ct)α

α
− nt − ft − 1

pt
(xt − β)

]

taking the current period delegation, f0, and prices, p0, as given.

Assuming the central bank maximizes the period by period objective function5, which
after incorporating the household’s first order condition (2) is given by

[
(xt/pt)α

α − xt
pt
−

ft−1
pt

(xt − β)
]
, the money growth rate at time t = 0, 1, . . . is set such that

xt = (ft)
1

(α−1) pt for β 6 xt 6 x̄. (5)

The monetary policy choice of the entire governmental structure is, therefore, the set
{x, F}.

3 Delegation and Monetary Policy under Commitment

Under commitment the government chooses a policy once and for all and then the
household, the central bank and the firms make their decisions sequentially. Conse-
quently, reappointments are not allowed, or the government can commit to appoint the
central bank at time zero with delegation parameter f∗ = fa

t = ft for all t = {0, 1, . . .}.
This is equivalent to the Ramsey Problem described in Ireland (1997), although the
government here sets F to maximize consumption and the household’s utility instead of
setting x directly.

Accordingly, the commitment equilibrium consists of a policy F and a set of alloca-
tion {x,Π, Ω} such that F maximizes consumption given {x,Π, Ω}; given F and {Π, Ω},
x solves the central bank problem (CB); and given {x, F}, {Π,Ω} is a competitive equi-
librium.

5That might not be the best strategy for the central bank when maximizing VCB . This is going to
be analyzed in more detail when we discuss the two equilibrium conditions under discretion considered
here, namely, sustainable equilibrium and Markov equilibrium.
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Combining (3) and (1), solving the resulting differential equation given x and in-
putting the result into (5) we obtain that the money growth rate is such that

x̃ = (f∗)(1/(α−1))p = (f∗)(1/(α−1))

(
(θ − 1)β

θ

)(1/(α−1))

(x(2−α)/(1−α))

x̃ = (f∗)
(

(θ − 1)β
θ

)
.

Thus, in order to ensure the central bank sets x̃ = β, the optimal choice to maxi-
mize consumption, the government must set f∗ = θ

(θ−1) , which is equal to the monopoly
mark-up. The intuition behind this result is straightforward. Higher mark-up levels
imply greater inefficiency caused by the monopoly in the goods market, and therefore
greater the temptation that a central bank would have to increase the money supply.
In order to guarantee that the optimal monetary policy is achieved (xt = β) a greater
punishment for a deviation from that policy must be imposed on the central bank, thus
a greater delegation parameter f∗ is needed.

Note that although the central bank still plays sequentially and strategically, given
ft = f∗ = θ

(θ−1) , it will not find it optimal to deviate from (5). Hence, (5) solves (CB).
Finally, since the first order conditions of the household and firms problems have been
incorporated into the central bank and government problems, the allocation set {Π, Ω}
that implies f∗ and xt = β is a competitive equilibrium.

As a result, the Ramsey outcome presented in Ireland (1997) with xt = β and Rt = 1
for all t is also obtained here under commitment, although the commitment here is not
on monetary policy making as in that paper, but on delegation or the institutional design
decision. This shift relates directly to McCallum’s (1995, 1997) criticism of delegation
as a solution to the time inconsistency problem.

Note that the mark-up is greater than one satisfying the condition imposed for ft.
Also observe that having a microfounded model of time inconsistency leads to a better
characterization of the linear contract (see Walsh (1995)) since the relationship between
its parameters and the structural parameters of the economy has been established.

4 Delegation, Reappointment and Monetary Policy under
Discretion

As in Chari and Kehoe (1990), lack of commitment is modeled by the following tim-
ing scheme. Each period t is divided into five stages. In the first stage the government
sets the initial delegation parameter. After that, firms set prices. The government is
then allowed to reappoint the central bank. In stage four, the central bank sets the
money supply growth rate or the actual monetary policy and finally the representative
household sets its allocation.
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At the first stage of period t, the government, faced with a history ht−1 = {(xs, Fs) |
s = 0, . . . , t−1}6, sets fa

t . Let the government delegation rule be σ1t(ht−1) = fa
t . Firms,

given the history ht−1 and fa
t , set prices for period t in the second stage. Let the firms’

pricing rule be given by π(ht−1, f
a
t ) = pt (note that as all firms are identical the sub-

script i has been dropped). Given ht−1, fa
t and pt, the government sets the new contract

parameter for time t, ft. Let the reappointment rule be σ2t(ht−1, f
a
t , pt) = ft. Following

that, the central bank sets monetary policy given ht−1 ,fa
t , pt and ft. Let the monetary

policy rule be σ3t(ht−1, Ft, pt) = xt.

The policy plans σ1t, σ2t and σ3t are then used to obtain future histories from ht−1.
Given the new history ht, obtained from this process, the representative household de-
cides its allocation. The allocation rule is given by Ωt = ω(ht). Note that policy,
price and allocation rules are used to obtain contingency plans for all possible histories.
These contingent plans are then used by the players in order to determine their actions
today when these depend on future variables (e.g. firms pricing decision). Finally, all
players observe the aggregate outcomes, derived from (ω, π), that determine their payoff.

Let a policy plan σj be equal to (σj0, σj1, . . .) for j = {1, 2, 3} and denote σt
j as the

continuation of σj at t. The same definitions apply for allocation rules π and ω.

A sustainable equilibrium consists of the set (σ1,σ2,σ3,ω,π) that satisfy:

(i) given the policy plans (σ1,σ2,σ3) and allocation rule (π), the continuation of ω
solves the representative household problem (H) from time t onwards for every
history ht;

(ii) given the policy plans (σ1,σ2,σ3) and allocation rule (ω), the continuation of π
solves the firms problems (Λ) from time t onwards for every history ht−1;

(iii) given the policy plans σ2 and σ3, and allocation rules (ω,π), the continuation of
σ1 solves the government initial delegation problem (GD) from time t onwards for
every history ht−1;

(iv) the continuation of σ2 solves the government reappointment problem (GR) from
time t onwards for every history ht−1 given policy plans σ1 and σ3, allocation rules
(ω,π), the initial delegation fa

t , and the aggregate price pt;

(v) given the policy plans (σ1,σ2) and allocation rules (ω,π), the continuation of σ3

solves the central bank problem (CB) from time t onwards for every history ht−1,
given the delegation parameters Ft = (fa

t , ft) and the aggregate price pt, and;

(vi) the market clearing conditions hold.
6As in Chari and Kehoe (1990) and Ireland (1997) histories do not include households and firms

decisions. This is equivalent to assuming that these players are anonymous or that they do not play
strategically, but competitively.
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Starting from a history h−1 = ∅, a sustainable equilibrium induces a particular
sequence of policy choices and allocations, or a set {x,Π,Ω, F}. We name this set a
sustainable outcome.

Another equilibrium concept will be used to aid the analysis of monetary policy
under discretion7. Based on the contribution of Albanesi, Chari, and Christiano (2003),
we will also consider a Markov Equilibrium. In this case the government and the central
bank problems are modified such that they maximize the value function of the household
problem in a competitive equilibrium, vH(mt, xt), minus the current period adjustment
cost, ϕk(ft, f

a
t ) for the government and ft−1

pt
(xt − β) for the central bank. Formally,

the government problems at stage 1 and stage 3, and the central bank problem are,
respectively

max
{fa

t }
[vH(1, xt)− ϕk(ft, f

a
t )] (6)

max
{ft}

[vH(1, xt)− ϕk(ft, f
a
t )] (7)

max
{xt}

[
vH(1, xt)− ft − 1

pt
(xt − β)

]
. (8)

A Markov outcome is a set {x,Π, Ω, F} such that {Π, Ω} is a competitive equilibrium,
and the monetary policy choice of the entire governmental structure, {fa

t , ft, xt}, solves
(6), (7) and (8), respectively. A Markov equilibrium consists of a set of strategies for the
government at stages 1 and 3, for the central bank8, for the household, and for the firms
that induces a Markov outcome.

Two properties of a Markov equilibrium should be highlighted. Firstly, in a compet-
itive equilibrium, households take the set of future monetary policy choices {x, F}∞t+1 as
given. Hence, when the governmental structure maximizes vH(1, xt)9 it also takes them
as given. That is the reason only the current adjustment cost was included into the
objective functions. Secondly, {fa

t , ft, xt} does not affect the discounted utility of the
household starting from t+1, since it does not affect xt+1. Therefore, in a Markov equi-
librium both the government and the central bank maximize the current period utility(

cα
t
α − nt

)
minus its respective adjustment cost.

When setting out the model in section 2 the government reappointment and dele-
gation problems were presented in their general form given that no functional form has
been assumed for the reappointment cost function k(.). As discussed in the introduction
two different functional forms will be used: quadratic and absolute value.

7The relationship between the two equilibrium concepts used in the analysis will be explored in more
detail in the next section.

8Note that these are different than (σ1t,σ2t,σ3t) since for these the history, ht−1, play a role.
9In a competitive equilibrium mt = mt+1 = 1.
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4.1 Quadratic Reappointment Cost Function

In order to compare our results to the results in Jensen (1997) and Driffill and Ro-
tondi (2006) we start by assuming that the reappointment cost function is quadratic.
That way, let k(ft, f

a
t ) = (zt−za

t )2

2 , where za
t = (fa

t )(1/(α−1))and zt = (ft)(1/(α−1)).

The following two propositions establish the main results for the quadratic cost func-
tion case. The first proposition shows that under this specification the Markov equilib-
rium has xt = β for all t. In the second we show that any Markov equilibrium is also a
sustainable equilibrium, hence, there also exists a sustainable equilibrium with xt = β
for all t. Given that this sustainable equilibrium is also a Markov equilibrium, it is in
fact supported without trigger-type strategies.

Proposition 1. The set {x,Π, Ω, F} where x is such that xt = β, Π is such that pt =

p = β
(

θ
(θ−1)

) 1
(1−α) , Ω includes ct = c̄ = ((θ − 1)/θ)(1/(1−α)) and F is such that Ft =

(fa
t , ft) =

([(
θ

θ−1

)1/(α−1)
+ 1

ϕ − θ
(θ−1)ϕ

]α−1

, θ
θ−1

)
is a Markov outcome.

Proof
First note that given the decisions of the government and central bank, {Π, Ω} is a
competitive equilibrium. Using, (3), (1) and xt = β for all t, pt = p obtains, and using
this result and (2), ct = c̄ obtains.

In a Markov equilibrium the central bank maximizes the current period payoff and
sets monetary policy according to (5). Given {Π, Ω} and ft = θ

θ−1 , it is optimal for the
central bank to set xt = β.

The problem of the government at stage three using (2) and (5) becomes

max
zt

[
(zt)α

α
− zt − ϕ

2
(zt − za

t )2
]

which implies
zα−1
t − ϕzt = 1− ϕza

t (9)

Using (9) and initial delegation fa
t =

[ (
θ

θ−1

)1/(α−1)
+ 1

ϕ − θ
(θ−1)ϕ

]α−1
, it is optimal

for the government to set ft = θ
θ−1 .

Finally, at stage one the government must decide the delegation parameter fa
t . If

firms equilibrium prices are given by (3) and (1), the central bank decides monetary
policy according to (5) and the reappointment decision is made according to (9), then

pt =
[

θ

(θ − 1)β

] 1
(1−α)

(ztpt)
2−α
1−α =

(θ − 1)β
θ

zα−2
t .

From (5)

xt = ztpt =
(θ − 1)β

θ
(zα−1

t ). (10)
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As β 6 xt 6 x̄, then it follows that

(
θx̄

(θ − 1)β

)(1/(α−1))

6 zt 6
(

θ

(θ − 1)

)(1/(α−1))

(11)

Consequently, when taking as given the firms and household allocation rules, the
central bank’s policy rule and its own reappointment rule, the government’s delegation

problem under Markov equilibrium becomes to maximize
[

(zt)α

α − zt − ϕ
2

(
(zα−1

t −1)
ϕ

)2
]

subject to (11).
Given 0 < α < 1, the government’s objective function is increasing in zt. As zt

is bounded above by ( θ
(θ−1))

(1/α−1) (see (11)), it is optimum to set za
t such that zt =

(
θ

(θ−1)

)(1/α−1)
or ft = θ

(θ−1) . Plugging that back into (9) gives

fa
t =

[(
θ

θ−1

)1/(α−1)
+ 1

ϕ − θ
(θ−1)ϕ

]α−1

.

Proposition 2. The Markov equilibrium is also a sustainable equilibrium.10

Proof
The proof is a direct implication of the one-stage deviation principle, which can be ap-
plied here since (i) the actions of the players who play strategically are observed; and
(ii) given that payoffs are discounted and the fact that per-period payoffs are bounded,
the game is continuous at infinity (see Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), Chapter 4). Given
{Π, Ω}, both the government and the central bank would not deviate from the strategy
that delivers a Markov equilibrium, given a history ht−1 that confirms this equilibrium,
since a deviation would lower their current period payoffs. Finally, given {x, F}, {Π,
Ω} is a competitive equilibrium, thus markets clear and (π, ω) solve the household and
firms problems.

Propositions 1 and 2 show that the government will set a higher delegation parameter
than the optimal commitment parameter, which is equal to the mark-up, and after the
pricing decision is made, it will reappoint the central bank setting the reappointment
parameter equal to the mark-up. That way, the Ramsey outcome is achieved without a
commitment technology. However, due to the lack of commitment technology the gov-
ernment’s objective function is reduced as the central bank is constantly reappointed.
As we have seen, under commitment, fa = f , hence this equilibrium under discretion
does not yield the same utility for the government as in the commitment case, but yields
the same utility for the household and central bank, or the same set {x,Π,Ω}.

This result is similar to the result obtained by Driffill and Rotondi (2006) where the
government sets the initial appointment parameter higher than the optimal commitment

10Note that proposition 2 does not characterize all sustainable equilibria, hence there may exist other
equilibria with xt = β for all t.
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level and reappoints the central bank by resetting the parameter to the optimal com-
mitment level. Using this strategy the reputation equilibrium with no inflation bias is
achieved for economies for which it was not possible to do so without delegation. How-
ever, in the model presented here, this strategy not only resolves the time inconsistency
problem for economies with a high discount rate, but for all economies, independent of
the discount rate. As opposed to their’s, the equilibrium here is sustained without the
support of trigger-type/reputation strategies or it is a Markov as well as a sustainable
equilibrium.

The stronger result arises since in Driffill and Rotondi’s (2006) model the announce-
ment of a more rigorous central bank contract is not able to offset the government’s temp-
tation to reappoint a lenient central bank (i.e. less conservative than the one needed to
deliver the commitment outcome). Hence, the announcement only makes the reputation
equilibrium more likely to be sustained. In the model presented here the optimal delega-
tion parameter (fa) is such that it eliminates the government’s incentive to reappoint a
central bank who would set the money supply growth rate above the commitment level.
Consequently, the fact that the government moves first, setting the delegation parameter,
sufficiently restricts its next move, the reappointment, such that the final central bank’s
contract completely offsets the incentive to increase output ex-post.

In fact a Markov equilibrium in the Driffill and Rotondi’s (2006) model delivers
a delegation parameter (fa) that is smaller than the one required to ensure that the
commitment equilibrium is achieved. Thus, inflation is positive. As fa decreases, the
decrease in reappointment costs outweighs the positive effect on inflation, increasing
the government’s payoff. In the model here this is not the case; decreasing fa from its
Markov equilibrium level also lowers reappointment costs, but aggregate prices increase
such that the government’s payoff is lower. This result obtains due to the fact that an
equilibrium where prices are set based on an expected money supply growth rate that is
confirmed by the central bank only occurs at the two boundaries of the money supply
growth process. Hence, there could only exist two Markov equilibria, one with a high
growth rate (x = x̄) and one with a low (x = β). Delegation is able to move the economy
from the high inflation/money growth equilibrium to the lower one. The occurrence of
two Markov equilibria, one with high and one with a low inflation, is also emphasized
by Albanesi, Chari, and Christiano (2003). They show that the absence of commitment
leads to multiple equilibria or expectation traps. Thus, the introduction of delegation
and costly reappointment can eliminate the trap, leading the economy to the unique low
inflation equilibrium.

Despite resolving the time inconsistency problem the set up with quadratic reap-
pointment costs has the unfortunate and unrealistic result that central banks would be
constantly reappointed. It follows from (9) that as ϕ → ∞, zt → za

t . Thus, if the
reappointment parameter ϕ is bounded the government will always find it optimum to
reappoint the central bank. Formally, if ϕ < ∞, then zt > za

t and ft < fa
t . That occurs

because quadratic reappointment cost functions are smooth, thus there will always be a
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gain, however small, in reappointing. A more realistic assumption would be that when
ft = fa

t − ξ, there will be a small jump in the reappointment cost (similar to a fixed cost
of reappointment), or that the marginal cost of reappointing when ft = fa

t is not equal
to zero. An absolute value reappointment cost function would have this characteristic
and, as it is shown in the next section, where this functional form is assumed, constant
reappointments do not happen.

4.2 Absolute Value Reappointment Cost Function

Let k(ft, f
a
t ) = za

t | (zt − za
t ) |, where as before za

t = (fa
t )(1/(α−1)), zt = (ft)(1/(α−1)).

Under a Markov economy the government reappointment problem, using (2) and the
central bank optimal policy (5), becomes

max
{zt}

[
(zt)α

α
− zt − ϕza

t | (zt − za
t ) |

]
.

That gives the following first order condition.

zt = (1 + ϕza
t )(

1
α−1

) if zt > za
t

zt = za
t otherwise. (12)

Due to the discontinuity of the objective function at zt = za
t one must check if the

above first order condition actually gives the maximum of the objective function. Given
that fa

t > 1, ft > 1 and 0 < α < 1, za
t must lie in [0, 1] and so must zt. As the first

two terms of the objective function are together increasing in zt then one must have that
either it is optimal to set zt = za

t (case 1) or to set zt > za
t (case 2), depending on the

reappointment cost parameter ϕ and the delegation parameter fa
t . Also note that for

both cases it is necessary that β 6 xt 6 x̄, given that the first order condition of the
central bank’s problem has been used into the government’s reappointment problem.

4.2.1 Case 1 - zt = za
t

Given the values of ϕ and fa
t , the welfare gain from a higher money supply growth

might not be greater than the reappointment cost the government must pay. The govern-
ment’s optimal decision would then be to maintain the central bank’s contract, setting
ft = fa

t . Proposition 3 establishes that there is a bounded value of ϕ, function of fa
t , for

which this is the case.

Proposition 3. For every 1 6 fa
t 6 M < ∞ there will be a ϕ < ∞ such that mainte-

nance of the central bank is optimal.

(See the appendix for the proof).
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The following proposition establishes the main result for Case 1 with an absolute
value cost function. It shows that under this specification the commitment equilibrium
is also a Markov and a sustainable equilibrium.

Proposition 4. The set {x,Π, Ω, F} where x is such that xt = β, Π is such that pt =

p = β
(

θ
(θ−1)

) 1
(1−α) , Ω includes ct = c̄ = ((θ − 1)/θ)(1/(1−α)) and F is such that Ft =

(fa
t , ft) =

(
θ

θ−1 , θ
θ−1

)
for all t is a sustainable and a Markov outcome if ϕ >

( θ
θ−1

−1)

( θ
θ−1

)1/α−1 .

Proof
The proof here follows the same procedure as the one adopted for propositions 1 and 2,
first establishing that the commitment outcome listed above is a Markov outcome and
then using that to prove it is also a sustainable outcome. Using (3), (1) and xt = β
one obtains that pt = p and using this result and (2) one obtains that ct = c̄. If the
central bank is given a contract with ft = θ

θ−1 , then it is optimal to set xt = β (see (5)).

At stage three, given the initial delegation fa
t = θ

θ−1 , and assuming ϕ >
(fa

t −1)

(fa
t )1/α−1 , it is

optimal for the government to set ft according to (12), thus setting ft = fa
t .

Finally, at stage one the government must decide the delegation parameter fa
t to

maximize
(

cα
t
α − nt

)
− za

t | (zt − za
t ) |. If firms equilibrium prices are given by (3) and

(1), the central bank decides monetary policy according to (5) and the reappointment
decision is made according to (12), then

xt = (fa
t )1/(α−1)pt =

(θ − 1)β
θ

(fa
t ). (13)

As β 6 xt 6 x̄, then it follows that θ
(θ−1) 6 fa

t 6 θx̄
(θ−1)β .

Therefore, when taking as given the firms and household allocation rules, the central
bank’s policy rule and its own reappointment rule the government delegation problem
translates into maximizing household’s consumption subject to (13) and the constraint
on fa

t . Hence,

max
fa

c = max
fa

(
(θ − 1)β

θx

)1/(1−α)

= max
fa

(
1
fa

)1/(1−α)

subjected to θ
(θ−1) 6 fa

t 6 θx̄
(θ−1)β .

Given that the objective function in the maximization problem is decreasing in fa, it
is optimal to set fa = θ/(θ − 1), the lower bound of the constraint. Following the same
argument as proposition 2 the Markov outcome is also a sustainable outcome.

Proposition 4 formalizes Persson and Tabellini’s (1999) conjecture that a high cost of
changing the institution should be enough to answer McCallum’s (1995, 1997) criticism.
In the set up presented here, if ϕ > (θ/(θ − 1)− 1) / (θ/(θ − 1))1/α−1, then the commit-
ment solution is achieved though no commitment technology has been assumed on the
government’s institutional design decision. The equilibrium in this dynamic optimization
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problem is sustained without the support of trigger-type or reputation based strategies,
being applicable to all economies independent of their discount factors.

As in the quadratic reappointment cost case, the introduction of delegation as a first
move is enough to prevent the governmental structure from inflating the economy ex-
post. The driver of the result in this case, however, is that the government’s objective
function is not continuous, reflecting the fact that reappointment might carry a fixed
cost, and there exists a level (bounded) where reappointment costs are prohibitively
high such that no reappointment is done and the commitment solution is achieved.

4.2.2 Case 2 - zt > za
t

The values of ϕ and fa
t might be such that the government finds it optimal to set

ft < fa
t and reappoint the central bank. Following proposition 3, this is the case when

ϕ <
fa

t −1

(fa
t )1/α−1 .

In this case the characterization of the sustainable equilibrium will be done following
Chari and Kehoe (1990) and Ireland (1997) more closely. First consider the static or
autarky outcome given by {xA, ΠA, ΩA, FA} where xA is such that xt = x̄, ΠA is such

that pt = p̄ =
(

θ
(θ−1)β

) 1
(1−α)

x̄(2−α)/(1−α), ΩA includes ct = c = ((θ − 1)β/θx̄)(1/(1−α))

and FA is such that Ft = {fa
t , ft} = {1, 1} for all t. Let (σA

1 ,σA
2 ,σA

3 ,ωA,πA) be the set of
policy and allocation rules that induce the autarky outcome.

Proposition 5. The autarky equilibrium is a Markov Equilibrium, and therefore, a
sustainable equilibrium.

The formal proof of this statement is given in the appendix, but the intuition is
simple and will be provided here. As the central bank is always reappointed to a less
conservative central bank than the one that would deliver the commitment money sup-
ply growth rate, the central bank will always have the incentive to inflate the economy.
That way, if firms expect xt = xe, setting prices accordingly, the central bank will set
xt slightly higher than xe, boosting output. As firms increase their expectation so does
the actual policy set by the central bank. Expectations only catch up with actual policy
when xe = x̄. The central bank would find it optimum to increase xt further, but is
prevented from doing so by its constraint, thus setting xt = x̄. In the limit as x̄ becomes
arbitrarily large ct = nt approaches zero.

Proposition 6. The autarky equilibrium is the worst sustainable equilibrium for all
players.

Again, the formal proof of this statement is presented in the appendix, with only a
discussion provided here. Given that under autarky the total payoff of each player - the
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government, the firms, the household and the central bank - approaches zero, one only
needs to prove that in any sustainable equilibrium both the government and the central
bank will not have negative total utility (welfare and profits are non-negative under a
competitive equilibrium). We show that must be the case since a strategy for either the
government or the central bank that delivers a current discounted sum of payoffs that is
negative is not optimal, invalidating conditions (iv) and (v) of a sustainable equilibrium.

We are now ready to apply the Chari and Kehoe’s (1990) technique, adapted from
Abreu (1988), to characterize the sustainable outcomes induced by reverting-to-autarky
plans. For an arbitrary sequence of policies and allocation rules (σS

1 , σS
2 ,σS

3 ,ωS ,πS) the
revert to autarky plan determines that players will continue playing according to these
policies as long as they have been selected by all players in the past. If any player devi-
ates, then each other player will maximize their current period payoff for the remaining
stages of the deviation period and will play the autarky policies and allocation rules
(σA

1 ,σA
2 ,σA

3 ,ωA,πA) in all subsequent periods. This gives rise to the following proposition
established in the appendix.

Proposition 7. The set {x̂, Π̂, Ω̂, F̂} is a sustainable outcome if and only if
(i) {Π̂, Ω̂} is a competitive equilibrium
(ii) {x̂, Π̂, Ω̂, F̂} satisfies the following two inequalities for every t

(a) V S
G > Ud

t + βV A
G

(b) V S
CB > CBd

t + βV A
CB

where V S
G and V S

CB equal to the total utility under the sustainable equilibrium from time
t onwards, Ud

t and CBd
t equal to the gain from deviating from the sustainable equilibrium

strategy in the current period (t) and V A
G and V A

CB equal to the total utility under the
autarky equilibrium from time t + 1 onwards, for the government and the central bank,
respectively.

Note that this general characterization of sustainable outcomes incorporates all pos-
sible outcomes including the ones established in propositions 2 and 4. However, in these
two cases we did not need a revert-to-autarky or a trigger strategy since we showed that
the sustainable equilibrium is also a Markov equilibrium. This is equivalent to the as-
sertion that, for these two cases, the utility from any possible deviation, (Ud

t and CBd
t ),

are not greater than the government’s and central bank’s current period utility under
the sustainable equilibria obtained there.

Given this general characterization of sustainable outcomes one can now verify under
what conditions the commitment equilibrium is sustainable. The commitment outcome,
as shown in section 3, is ct = nt = c̄, xt = β, pt = p = β(θ/(θ − 1))1/(1−α) and
fa

t = ft = (θ/(θ − 1)). That way, V S
G = 1

1−β

(
c̄α

α − c̄
)
. Under autarky the utility is given

by V A
G = 1

1−β

(
cα

α − c
)
. Note that the reappointment cost term does not enter in either
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V S
G or V A

G since fa
t = ft in both cases.

Finally, the gain from deviation, Ud
t , is equal to

[
(zt)α

α
− zt − ϕza

t | (zt − za
t ) |

]

where zt is set according to (12). Therefore, the following inequality must hold in order
to ensure that the government does not deviate (applying (a) in Proposition 7)

1
1− β

(
c̄α

α
− c̄

)
>

[
(zt)α

α
− zt − ϕza

t | (zt − za
t ) |

]
+

β

1− β

(
cα

α
− c

)
. (14)

As Ireland (1997) shows, in the absence of a central bank, the Ramsey outcome, with
ct = c̄, xt = β and pt = p = β(θ/(θ − 1))1/(1−α) is sustainable if

1
1− β

(
c̄α

α
− c̄

)
>

(
1
α
− 1

)
+

β

1− β

(
cα

α
− c

)
. (15)

Given 0 < zt < 1 and zt > za
t , for any β the right-hand side of (14) is smaller than

the right-hand side of (15). Therefore, the introduction of a central bank, delegation of
monetary policy and costly reappointment relaxes the requirement for the commitment
equilibrium to be sustainable. In other words, the commitment equilibrium with the
new governmental structure is sustained for a wider range of discount factors than the
Ramsey equilibrium in Ireland (1997).

Two important points must be highlighted. First, if the commitment outcome is a
candidate for a sustainable equilibrium we do not need to consider inequality (b) be-
cause, given ft = θ

θ−1 , the best possible response for the central bank at period t is to set
xt = β, confirming the sustainable outcome. In other words, CBd

t is not an improvement
on the payoff of V S

CB at time t. Second, an important property of the revert-to-autarky
plan is that a government deviation triggers autarky. Thus, if the government deviates
in period t at stage 3, the central bank, who acts at stage 4 will maximize its period t
payoff, setting monetary policy according to (5), reverting to x = x̄ for the subsequent
periods. That way, the deviation is “confirmed” by the central bank and the actual
monetary policy is set such that xt = ztpt. We used this result in order to determine Ud

t .

The result in this case contrasts to the results in Jensen (1997). While the introduc-
tion of delegation has a negative effect on the gains from deviation in both models, it does
not have the same effect on the punishment, which decreases in Jensen’s (1997) model,
but does not decrease here; the autarky equilibrium is the same in both cases. Jensen
(1997) argues that due to this reduction in punishment the credibility of monetary policy
in his model, understood as the ability of the governmental structure (government plus
central bank) to sustain a reputational equilibrium, actually decreases. In the micro-
founded framework presented here delegation improves credibility.
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The main driver of this result is the property of our model that a Markov equilibrium
only occurs at the boundaries of the money process. As proposition 5 in the appendix
shows, when the government maximizes its period by period payoff and the reappoint-
ment cost is smaller than a specific threshold, there is no optimal fa that would induce
prices being set based on an expected monetary policy that is actually confirmed by the
central bank apart from xt = x̄. The central bank would always have the incentive to
increase the money supply growth rate and, without commitment, firms expect xt = x̄
for all t = {0, 1, . . .}. In this case, with a low ϕ, the only Markov equilibrium is with a
high money growth rate irrespective of whether delegation and an independent central
bank are present or not. Therefore, under this framework, delegation can not eliminate
the time inconsistency problem, but it makes the reputational equilibrium more likely to
be sustained11.

As it was pointed out, under the framework presented above a government deviation
triggers autarky. Alternatively, assume that the revert-to-autarky trigger would only be
done if xt 6= xS , without considering the government action Ft. Under this plan, one
must verify whether after the government’s deviation at stage 3, the central bank would
move away from the candidate sustainable outcome at stage 4, “confirming” the devia-
tion, or if the central bank would nevertheless adopt the sustainable policy. That would
not be optimal at period t, but could deliver a higher utility from period t onwards. This
additional condition to sustainability could be formally introduced into proposition 7 by
including a constraint that the central bank will not find it optimal to “confirm” the
deviation should the government decide to do so.

This constraint states that the utility from “confirming” the deviation, maximizing
the payoff at time t and receiving the autarky payoff thereafter, is smaller than playing
the sustainable policy even after the government’s deviation, receiving a lower payoff at
period t, but guaranteeing the greater payoff under the sustainable outcome thereafter.
Formally

CBNConf + βV S
CB > CBConf + βV A

CB or
V S

CB > [CBConf − (V S
CB − CBNConf )] + βV A

CB

where CBConf is the period t central bank payoff if it “confirms” the deviation, maxi-
mizing the payoff at period t and CBNConf the payoff if it plays the sustainable policy
after the government’s deviation.

Observe that under commitment, V S
G = V S

CB = V S and under autarky, V A
CB = V A

CB =
V A. The government will deviate from the commitment outcome only if V S < Ud+βV A.
The central bank will “confirm” the deviation if V S < [CBConf−(V S−CBNConf )]+βV A.
Therefore, if Ud > [CBConf − (V S − CBNConf )], then the modification of the trigger

11Note that in this case the government can not relax the sustainable equilibrium requirement (in-
equality (a)) by setting fa > (θ/(θ− 1)) and then setting f = (θ/(θ− 1)). This strategy does not deliver
a sustainable equilibrium. A formal proof of this results is available from the author upon request.
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strategy makes deviations less likely to occur or the requirements for the commitment
equilibrium to be sustainable are relaxed. Hence, under this modified trigger strategy
the existence of an independent central bank may prevent the government from deviating.

5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the effectiveness of delegation as a device employed to overcome
the time inconsistency problem of monetary policy. In order to do so we develop a micro-
founded general equilibrium model of time inconsistency, modeling explicitly the choice
of delegation, reappointment, monetary policy and allocations as an interaction between
two big players, the government and the central bank, who behave strategically and a
large number of small players, the agents, who behave competitively. We conclude that
delegation solves or mitigates the time inconsistency problem, countering McCallum’s
(1995) second fallacy.

By explicitly modeling the use of a monetary instrument and assuming equal prefer-
ences, reappointment costs aside, for the government and the representative household,
the work presented here refutes the claim that delegation does not help in improving
the credibility to sustain the commitment solution, asserting that it actually removes
the time inconsistency when a quadratic reappointment cost is assumed. This result is
stronger than the one obtained by Driffill and Rotondi (2006), since the equilibrium is
obtained without reputation based strategies. Nonetheless, in both frameworks, the gov-
ernment is forced to constantly reappoint the central bank. This is the case since, due to
the smoothness of the quadratic cost function, there is always a gain for the government,
however small, to deviate.

When an absolute value reappointment cost function is assumed, there is a positive
marginal cost for any small deviation. This functional form provides a better approx-
imation since one might expect that any reappointment carries a non-neglectable cost.
Under this assumption, if reappointment costs are smaller than a specific threshold, de-
pendent on the level of monopoly distortion in the economy, then the time inconsistency
problem is not removed, but the introduction of delegation and possible reappointment
leads to the commitment equilibrium to be sustained for economies it was not possible
to do so in their absence. On the other hand, if the reappointment cost is bigger than
that threshold, then by moving first, setting the initial central bank contract, the gov-
ernment is able to restrict its own second move (reappointment) such that the central
bank’s incentive to inflate is completely offset. Hence, in our analysis, contrasting to the
results in Driffill and Rotondi (2006), the time inconsistency problem is eliminated and
the central bank is not constantly reappointed.

Based on the results presented here, therefore, it is of considerable importance to
study the link between the monetary policy design and reappointment costs, which in
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most cases are reputation cost, but can also be political costs. One way of formalizing
these costs is to consider the implied welfare costs of reappointment. In an interesting
contribution to monetary policy under commitment and discretion, Schaumburg and
Tambalotti (2007) assume that the central bank can effectively be reappointed with an
exogenously determined probability (α). Upon being reappointed the central bank sets
a new policy plan, reneging its predecessor promises. The existence of this possibility of
reappointment decreases welfare. A possible link would be to consider this welfare costs
as an approximation to the reappointment cost faced by the government when replacing
the central bank, endogeneising α. This way, given the state of the economy and the
welfare costs of reappointing the central bank, which would lead to an increase in α, the
government decides at each period if the central bank should be maintained or not.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3.
In a Markov economy if the central bank is not reappointed, then the government

objective function (current period household’s utility plus the current period reappoint-
ment cost) must be decreasing for zt > za

t (and the kink of the absolute value function
is the solution to the maximization problem). Thus,

(zt)α−1 − 1− ϕza
t < 0

ϕ >
(zt)α−1 − 1

za
t

.

As (zt)α−1 is decreasing in zt and zt > za
t

ϕ >
(za

t )α−1 − 1
za
t

.

Given the definition of za
t reappointment does not occur if

ϕ∗ >
(fa

t − 1)
(fa

t )1/α−1
.

Finally as 1 6 fa
t 6 M < ∞ then there exist a bounded ϕ, where ∞ > ϕ > (M−1)

M1/α−1 ,
for which there is no reappointment.

Proof of Proposition 5.
Let fa

t = θ/(θ − 1).
Using the government reappointment decision in a Markov economy, (12), one has

that
(1 + ϕ(fa

t )(1/(α−1))) = f̄t < θ/(θ − 1).
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Differentiating that with respect to fa
t+s gives

∂ft

∂fa
t

=
ϕ

(α− 1)
(fa

t )
2−α
α−1 < 0.

Therefore, as fa
t increases from fa

t = θ/(θ − 1), ft decreases from f̄t < θ/(θ − 1).
Hence, no matter what the value of fa

t is, the reappointment parameter ft will always
be smaller than the markup, thus the central bank is less conservative than necessary to
ensure commitment and the incentive to increase output ex-post is not offset.

To complete the prove note that if firms expected that the optimal level of the money

supply growth is x̂ < x̄, they will set prices pt =
[

θ
(θ−1)β

] 1
(1−α) (x̂)

2−α
1−α . As a result the

central bank would set the money supply growth such that

xt = zt

[
θ

(θ − 1)β

] 1
(1−α)

(x̂)
2−α
1−α .

As ft < θ/(θ − 1), one gets that zt = fα−1
t > (θ/(θ − 1))α−1. It follows that

xt = zt

[
θ

(θ − 1)β

] 1
(1−α)

(x̂)
2−α
1−α >

[
θ

(θ − 1)

] 2−α2

(1−α)
(

1
β

) 1
(1−α)

(x̂)
2−α
1−α > x̂.

Where the last inequality holds given that θ/(θ−1), 1/β, (1/(1−α)), (2−α)/(1−α)
and (2− α2)/(1− α) are all greater than one.

Hence, the central bank will always increase the money supply growth and by itera-
tion it is optimal for the firm to set prices (p̄) expecting xt = x̄. The central bank, given
ΠA, will confirm that expectation since it is not feasible to increase the money supply
growth rate further. Given ΠA and xA, following the household maximization problem,
ωA will be such that ct = c. As x̄ becomes arbitrarily large, c = ct = nt → 0 for all
t. That way, the economy’s welfare under this outcome approaches zero and it will be
optimal for the government to minimize its reappointment cost setting FA = {1, 1}12.
Hence, the only feasible equilibrium in a Markov economy, due to the fact that the gov-
ernment does not find optimal to constraint the central bank to ensure it does not inflate
the economy, is the autarky equilibrium. Given that any Markov equilibrium is also
sustainable, the autarky equilibrium is a sustainable equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 6.
Given that under autarky ct = nt approaches zero the welfare of the household

also approaches zero. As ct approaches zero so does yt and firms’ profits. Given that
the utility function of the household is always greater or equal to zero (as 0 < α < 1
and ct = nt in a competitive equilibrium) and that profits are non-negative under a
competitive equilibrium any other sustainable equilibria will deliver greater or equal
levels of payoff for both the household and firms. However, the government and central
bank objective functions consist of the economy’s welfare plus a non-positive adjustment.

12In fact the same outcome for {x, Π, Ω} is observed for any ft = fa
t < θ

θ−1
.
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Therefore, we must ensure that there is no sustainable equilibria that delivers negative
utility for the government and the central bank.

Assume there is a sustainable equilibrium with strategy σ̃2 that delivers a negative
discounted sum of payoffs to the government from time t onwards. That implies fτ < fa

τ

for some τ > t. However, at time t, the government would do better to set a strategy
σ̂2 with f̂τ = fa

τ for all τ > t and achieve a discounted sum of payoffs greater than or
equal to zero, hence, σ̃2 does not solve (GR) at time t, invalidating condition (iv) of a
sustainable equilibrium.

Finally, assuming β 6 xt < x̄, if the central banks sets monetary policy optimally at
period t then xt = (ft)1/(α−1)pt. Inputting that into the central bank objective function
(see problem CB) we find that the maximized value of the current period utility is given

by f
α/(α−1)
t

α − f
α/(α−1)
t + (ft−1)β

pt
, which is positive as 0 < α < 1 and ft > 1. Hence, if the

central bank maximizes the period by period utility its total payoff would be positive.
In a sustainable equilibria the central bank might not set xt optimally at each period t,
playing strategically, only to ensure a greater payoff. Therefore, in all other sustainable
equilibria but the autarky equilibria the central bank utility must be greater than zero.
If the policy constraint, β 6 xt 6 x̄, binds above, then xt = x̄. In that case we are back
at the autarky equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 7.
First note that if {x̂, Π̂, Ω̂, F̂} is a sustainable outcome then it must incorporate the

optimal responses from firms and the representative household given x̂ at t = 0. This is
equivalent to the condition that firms and the household solve the problems (Λ), (H) and
the market clearing conditions hold. Therefore, by definition, {Π̂, Ω̂} is a competitive
equilibrium.

Given a history ht−1, and an initial delegation parameter fa
t , the government will

confirm the sustainable equilibrium and set ft according to F̂ if and only if its utility
from period t onwards is maximized, otherwise, it will deviate at time t. The left-hand
side of (a) gives the utility if ft is confirmed according to F̂ and the right-hand side
the total utility from deviating at time t. Hence, if (a) holds, the government does not
deviate at time t for all t = 0, 1, . . ..

The same argument applies to the central bank. If (b) holds, the central bank does
not deviate at time t for all t = 0, 1, . . .. Finally, given that neither the government
nor the central bank have an incentive to deviate at time t, {x̂, F̂} hold, and firms and
household optimal allocation rules induce Π̂ and Ω̂ at time t. Note that the revert-to-
autarky plan is a sustainable equilibrium since if at history ht−1 there is no deviation, the
outcome at time t confirms {x̂, Π̂, Ω̂, F̂} and if there was a deviation in the history ht−1,
all players play the autarky policies and allocation rules and as proposition 5 shows, that
is a sustainable equilibrium.
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